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Here we have the most successful song on the
album and one which is not very original.

Throughout the song, Beyonce displays a very
strong voice, but she loses her ability to breath,

which makes it hard to keep the song from
becoming incredibly monotonous. I personally love
this song because it shows off the singer;s ability as

a vocalist as well as the singer on her own merit,
giving us all one of the best Divas performed in

many years. It could almost be a soundtrack for a
Movie, with the most prominent line being the

iconic: Imma get me a cut and Beyonces vocals
creating many different variations of that phrase

throughout the song. I wouldnt be able to lie, but I
would also love it if she included more music

towards the end of the song. It would go from this
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Imma get me a cut to nothing. You might be able to
guess that its the only metal and heavy influence on

the record, considering that its the only song with
screaming vocals, which are usually geared towards
a Heavy Metal audience. But it doesnt do much else,
and is most likely a good way for the artist to let us
know she feels comfortable with Metal fans. In fact,
she had been experimenting with it for a few years
and ive always enjoyed her when she does. But as a
concept, i dont think this song really does anything
besides put more pressure on Beyonce to maintain
quality as she goes forward, like when she did with

Ride, Future and past, Listen Now and Haunted. Yes,
it took 13 years to get here, but 4 was a long time
coming. Maybe its a brave journey Beyonce took
and made the most of it. The end result? 4 is a

masterpiece, the best project she's ever put out and
easily her most impressive work to date, even
without considering the controversy about her

pregnancy that followed it's release. Another great
album in the grand tradition of B'Day and Beyonce.
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